GRAPEVINE GROOVES LABEL NIGHT PROPOSAL
WHAT WE DO
Grapevine Grooves is one of the fastest growing “New Generation” house music
labels on the market. It was founded by DJ Flore, who is currently based in Dubai
and New York & Agent Q, based in Munich. Both of them are experienced DJs,
Producers and Remixers with a number of releases already available and have worked
worked with Indie & Major Labels such as BikiniRecords, Dbeatzion, Ministry of Sound or Universal
Music Group and both have established an international artist and supporter network.
However, they were determined to give opportunties for upcoming artists to release their productions on a global
scale, with the right support and a professional approach. At the same time they wanted to combine this new talent
with established names in the scene. As a result, their label Grapevine Grooves is presenting itself as a fast
growing source of quality House music.
THE NEXT STEP
As part of our efforts to spread our network and the exposure for our artists and releases, we aim to have a regular
label night in various international clubs. We are starting in our homebase Munich, where we bring in international
DJ talent to the local community of house music lovers at club Neuraum, where our label night stands in a row with
clubnights hosted by Pete Tong, Ian Carey or Tom Novy.
HOW DOES IT WORK?
We are approaching you because we feel your venue, audience and events would match our concept:
A one night special event, that is dedicated to quality house music and hosted by our label. This means we bring
internationally established DJs to your venue, promote the club, contribute our branding and marketing and make
sure the event gets attention even after it took place by appropriate photo and video coverage. Exclusive promo
CDs, contests, artist meet & greets and more!
WHAT’S IN IT FOR YOU
We offer you the opportunity to present an event concept that is out of the ordinary and that will definitely be
something new for your audience. We bring in fresh DJs and music, a connection to the scene and most
importantly, we love what we do - and your visitors will feel it.
INTERESTED?
To get a closer look at what we do, please refer to www.grapevinegrooves.com, where you will also find links to all
our social media channels.
You can contact us personally to discuss everything in more detail via
djflore@grapevinegrooves.com or agentq@grapevinegrooves.com
Selection of Booking Highlights
Agent Q: Residency Meinburk & Milchbar Munich, P1 Munich, Pacha Munich, Upper East (Hamburg),
Double Six (Bali), Ocean Club (Bali)
DJ Flore: P1 (Munich) Viperroom (Rosenheim), 360 (Dubai), The Apartment (Dubai), White Club (Aleppo), Level
B (New York), Top of the Hill Festival (Serbia), Solaris (Tallin), Cactus Club (Oslo)

